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French - level descriptions

Class administrated in English

A little knowledge of the

Language (greetings, can get

along) is ideal.

WE LEARN WEEKLY
ACTIVITY

LANGUAGE
REQUIREMENTLEVEL

Greetings / Weather / Numbers

/ Calendars / Time Introduce /

Describe yourself 

Regular verbs conjugation (in

Present tense)

Irregular verbs Conjugation (in

Present tense)

Reading 

Practice Time / calendar /

Weather weekly

Exercises

Being able to introduce yourself

and get along with simple

situation.

Understand the key principle of

the language.

Being able to say simple

sentences.

Class administrated in English

Able to say and write simple

sentences. 

Able to read and pronounce

correctly. 

Ongoing practice present tense 

Negation 

Adjectives 

Daily situation vocabulary

(booking a restaurant, a hotel,

asking for directions etc)

Exercises focusing on key

learnings of the level

Reading

Talking

Listening

Comfortable in the learning of

Beginner stage. 

Able to sustain a light

conversation.

Able to get along in simple

situation. 

Class administered 25% in

French

Fair knowledge of French

Conjugation and Grammar

And Vocabulary

Past tense Conjugaison

Questions words (Who, which

etc)

Exposure to Colloquial French

Through conversation and

reading 

Reading

Talking

Listening

Writing 

More fluent in reading, writing.

Able to sustain a more complex

conversation. 

Improved listening and writing

skills.

Class administered 40% in

French

Translation from French to

English

Good conversation skills 

Other past tense and difference

in usage

Future / Imperative /

Conditional

Colloquial / Level of language

Semi complex sentence

structure / construction

Translation Language =>

English

Reading

Talking

Listening

Writing  

Weekly Practice on specific

grammar point

The longest term as a student! 

We build up on the Beginner

Base and start to be immersed

in the language.

OUTCOME



Class administered 60% in

French

Must be able to read and

translate more elaborated texts

Must be able to speak and

sustain a conversation, write

with a good application of the

grammar

Class administered 100% in

French

Must be able to write / speak /

read well

Good knowledge of French

grammar 

Dictation 

Translation from French to

English & English to French

Role play

Different levels of language

Talk 

POST
INTERMEDIATE

 
PRE/POST
ADVANCED

 

CONVERSATION

WE LEARN WEEKLY
ACTIVITY OUTCOMELANGUAGE

REQUIREMENTLEVEL
Some colloquial French (ways

of saying, level of language)

Complex sentence structure /

Able to speak in past, future,

present tenses

Role play in French

Dictation

Reading

Talking

Listening

Writing  

Weekly Practice on complex

specific grammar point

Working our way through

conversation, colloquial, ways

of saying

Reading

Talking

Listening

Writing  

Working our way through

conversation, colloquial, ways

of saying

An hour in French, no grammar, just a chat! It is an opportunity to practice and discover the various ways of saying things, level of languages and

explore the French culture.

You must have a good knowledge of the language and be able to converse for an hour exclusively in French. A good understanding of the syntax,

grammar and a solid vocabulary base is critical.
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